Background {#Sec1}
==========

The use of patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) to inform decision making about patient and population healthcare has increased exponentially in the past 30 years \[[@CR1]--[@CR8]\]. However, a sound theoretical basis for validation of PROMs is not evident in the literature \[[@CR2], [@CR9], [@CR10]\]. Such a theoretical basis could provide methodological structure to the activities of PROM development and validity testing \[[@CR10]\] and thus improve the quality of PROMs and the decisions they help to make.

The focus of published validity evidence for PROMs has been on a limited range of quantitative psychometric tests applied to a new PROM or to a PROM used in a new context. This quantitative testing often consists of estimation of scale reliability, application of unrestricted factor analysis and, increasingly, fitting of a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) model to data from a convenience sample of typical respondents. The application of qualitative techniques to generate target constructs or to cognitively test items has also become increasingly common. However, contemporary validity testing theory emphasises that validity is not just about item content and psychometric properties; it is about the ongoing accumulation and evaluation of sources of validity evidence to provide supportive arguments for *the intended interpretations and uses of test scores in each new context* \[[@CR10]--[@CR12]\], and there is little evidence of this thinking being applied in the health sector \[[@CR10]\].

While there are authors who have provided detailed descriptions of PROM validity testing procedures \[[@CR13]--[@CR15]\], there are few publications that describe the iterative and comprehensive testing of the validity of the interpretations of PROM data for the intended purposes \[[@CR10]\]. This gap in the research is important because validity extends beyond the statistical properties of the PROM \[[@CR10], [@CR16], [@CR17]\] to the veracity of interpretations and uses of the data to make decisions about individuals and populations \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. In keeping with the advancement of validity theory and methodology in education and psychology \[[@CR11]\], and with application to the relatively new area of measurement of patient-reported outcomes in health care, a more comprehensive and structured approach to validity testing of PROMs is required.

There is a strong and long history of validation theory and methodology in the fields of education and psychology \[[@CR12], [@CR18]--[@CR22]\]. Education and psychology use many tests that are measures of student or patient objective and subjective outcomes and progress, and these disciplines have been required to develop sound theory and methodology for validity testing of not only the measurement tools but of how the data are interpreted and used for making decisions in specified contexts \[[@CR11], [@CR23]\]. The primary authoritative reference for validity testing theory in education and psychology is the *Standards for Psychological and Educational Testing* \[[@CR11]\] (hereon referred to as the *Standards*)[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}. It advocates for the iterative collection and evaluation of sources of validity evidence for the interpretation and use of test data in each new context \[[@CR11], [@CR24]\]. The validity testing theory of the *Standards* can be put into practice through a methodological framework known as the argument-based approach to validation \[[@CR12], [@CR23]\]. Validation theorists have debated and refined the argument-based approach since the middle of the twentieth century \[[@CR18]--[@CR20], [@CR25], [@CR26]\].

The valid interpretation of data from a PROM is of vital importance when the decisions will affect the health of an individual, group or population \[[@CR27]\]. Psychometrically robust[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} properties of a measurement tool are a pre-condition to its use and an important component of the validity of the inferences drawn from its data in its development context but do not guarantee valid interpretation and use of its data in other contexts \[[@CR10], [@CR28], [@CR29]\]. This is particularly the case, for example, for a PROM that is translated to another language because of the risk of poor conversion of the intent of each item (and thus the construct the PROM aims to measure) into the target language and culture \[[@CR30]\]. The aim of this paper is to apply contemporary validity testing theory and methodology to PROM development and validity testing in the health sector. We will give a brief history of validity testing theory and methodology and apply these principles to a hypothetical case study of the interpretation and use of scores from a translated PROM that measures the concept of health literacy (the Health Literacy Questionnaire or HLQ).

Validity testing theory and methodology {#Sec2}
=======================================

Validity testing theory {#Sec3}
-----------------------

Iterations of the *Standards* have been instrumental in establishing a clear theoretical foundation for the development, use and validation of tests, as well as for the practice of validity testing. The *Standards* (2014) defines validity as 'the degree to which evidence and theory support the interpretations of test scores for proposed uses of tests' (p. 11), and states that 'the process of validation involves accumulating relevant evidence to provide a sound scientific basis for the proposed score interpretations' (p. 11) \[[@CR11]\]. It also emphasises that the proposed interpretation and use of test scores must be based on the constructs the test purports to measure (p. 11). This paper is underpinned by these definitions of validity and the process of validation, and the view that construct validity is the main foundation of test development and interpretation for a given use \[[@CR31]\].

Early thinkers about validity and testing defined validity of a test through correlation of test scores with an external criterion that is related to the purpose of the testing, such as gaining a particular school grade for the purpose of graduation \[[@CR32]\]. During the early part of the twentieth century, statistical validation dominated and the focus of validity came to rest on the statistical properties of the test and its relationship with the criterion. However, there were problems with identifying, defining and validating the criterion with which the test was to be correlated \[[@CR33]\], and it was from this dilemma that the notions of content and construct validity arose \[[@CR22]\].

Content validity is how well the test content samples the subject of testing, and construct validity refers to the extent to which the test measures the constructs that it claims to measure \[[@CR18], [@CR25]\]. This thinking marked the beginning of the movement that advocated that multiple lines of validity evidence were required and that the purpose of testing needed to be accounted for in the validation process \[[@CR18], [@CR34]\]. In 1954 and 1955, the first technical recommendations for psychological and educational achievement tests (later to become the *Standards*) were jointly published by the American Educational Research Association (AERA), American Psychological Association (APA) and the National Council on Measurement in Education (NCME), and these promoted predictive, concurrent, content and construct validities \[[@CR32], [@CR34]--[@CR36]\]. As validity testing theory evolved, so did the APA, AERA and NCME *Standards* to progressively include (a) notions of user responsibility for validity of a test embodied in three types of validity---criterion (predictive + concurrent), content and construct \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\]; (b) that construct validity subsumes all other types of validity to form the unified validity model \[[@CR25], [@CR38]--[@CR42]\]; and (c) that it is not the test that is validated but the score inferences for a particular purpose, with additional concern for the potential social consequences of those inferences \[[@CR11], [@CR19], [@CR43], [@CR44]\]. Consideration of social consequences brought the issue of fairness in testing to the forefront, the concept of which was first included as a chapter in the 1999 *Standards*: Chap. 7. Fairness in testing and test use (p. 73). The 1999 and 2014 versions of the *Standards* also recognised the notion of argument-based validation \[[@CR12], [@CR19], [@CR23]\]. Validation of a test for a particular purpose is about establishing an argument (that is, evaluating validity evidence) not only for the test's statistical properties, but also for the inferences made from the test's scores, and the actions taken in response to those inferences (the consequences of testing) \[[@CR23], [@CR25], [@CR33], [@CR41], [@CR45]--[@CR47]\].

In conceptualising validation practice, the *Standards* outlines five sources of validity evidence \[[@CR11]\]:

Evidence based on the *content* of the test (i.e. relationship of item themes, wording and format with the intended construct, and administration including scoring)Evidence based on the *response processes* of the test (i.e. cognitive processes, and interpretation of test items by respondents and users, as measured against the intended interpretation or construct definition)Evidence based on the test's *internal structure* (i.e. the extent to which item interrelationships conform to the constructs on which claims about the score interpretations are based)Evidence based on the *relationship of the scores to other variables* (i.e. the pattern of relationships of test scores to external variables as predicted by the construct operationalised for a specific context and proposed use)Evidence for *validity and the consequences of testing* (i.e. the intended and unintended consequences of test use, and as traced to a source of invalidity such as construct underrepresentation or construct-irrelevant components).

These five sources of evidence demand comprehensive and cohesive quantitative and qualitative validity evidence from development of the test through to establishing the psychometric properties of the test and to the interpretation, use and consequences of the score interpretations \[[@CR11], [@CR48], [@CR49]\]. As is also outlined in the *Standards* (2014, p. 23--25), it is critical that a range of validity evidence justify (or argue for) the interpretation and use of test scores when applied in a context and for a purpose other than that for which the test was developed.

Validity testing methodology {#Sec4}
----------------------------

The theoretical framework of the 1999 and 2014 *Standards* was strongly influenced by the work of Kane \[[@CR12], [@CR23], [@CR45], [@CR50], [@CR51]\]. Kane's argument-based approach to validation provides a framework for the application of validity testing theory \[[@CR12], [@CR23], [@CR52]\]. The premise of this methodology is that 'validation involves an evaluation of the credibility, or plausibility, of the proposed interpretations and uses of test scores' (p. 180) \[[@CR51]\]. There are two steps to the approach:

Develop an *interpretive argument* (also called the interpretation/use argument or IUA) for the proposed interpretations of test scores for the intended use, and the assumptions that underlie it: that is, clearly, coherently and completely outline the proposed interpretation and use including, for example, context, population of interest, types of decisions to be made and potential consequences, and specify any associated assumptions;Construct a *validity argument* that evaluates the plausibility of the interpretive argument (i.e. the interpretation/use claims) through collection and analyses of validation evidence: that is, assess the evidence to build an argument for, or perhaps against, the proposed interpretation and use of test scores.

As shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, a validity argument is developed through evaluation of the available evidence and, if necessary, the generation of new evidence. Available evidence for the validity of the use of PROM data to make decisions about healthcare is usually in the form of publications about the development and applications of the PROM. However, further research will frequently be required to test the PROM for a new purpose or in a new context. Evaluation of evidence for assumptions that might underlie the interpretive argument may also be required. For example, consider that a PROM will be translated from a local language to the language of an immigrant group and will be used to compare the health literacy of the two groups. A critical assumption underpinning this comparison is that there is measurement equivalence between the two versions of the PROM. This assumption will require new evidence to support it. As we have outlined, the *Standards* specifies five sources of validity evidence that are required, as appropriate to the test and the test's purpose.

Fig. 1Flow chart of the application of validity testing theory and methodology to assess the validity of patient-reported outcome measure (PROM) score interpretation and use in a new context

While some quantitative psychometric information is usually available for most tests \[[@CR10], [@CR53]\], collection of evidence that the PROM captures the constructs it was designed to capture, and that these constructs are appropriate in new contexts, will require qualitative methods, as well as quantitative methods. Qualitative methods can, for instance, ascertain differences in response (i.e. cognitive) processes or interpretations of items or scores across respondent groups or users of the data, and whether or not new language versions of a measurement tool capture the item intents (and thus the construct criteria) of the source language tool \[[@CR6], [@CR16], [@CR17], [@CR41], [@CR50]\]. For many tests, there is little published qualitative validity evidence even though these methods are critical to gaining an understanding of the validity of the inferences made from PROM data \[[@CR10], [@CR17], [@CR41]\]. Additionally, there are almost no citations of the most authoritative reference for validity theory, the *Standards*: '...despite the wide-ranging acknowledgement of the importance of validity, references to the *Standards* is \[sic\] practically non-existent. Furthermore, many validation studies are still firmly grounded in early twentieth century conceptions that view validity as a property of the test, without acknowledging the importance of building a validity argument to support the inferences of test scores' (p. 340) \[[@CR10]\].

The Health Literacy Questionnaire (HLQ) {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------

By way of example, we now use a widely used multidimensional health literacy questionnaire, the HLQ, to illustrate the development of an interpretive argument and corresponding evidence for a validity argument. The HLQ was informed by the World Health Organization definition of health literacy: *the cognitive and social skills which determine the motivation and ability of individuals to gain access to, understand and use information in ways which promote and maintain good health* \[[@CR54]\]. While validity testing of the HLQ has been conducted in English-speaking settings \[[@CR55]--[@CR59]\], evidence for the use of translated versions of the HLQ in non-English-speaking settings is still being collected \[[@CR60]--[@CR62]\].

In short, the HLQ consists of 44 items within nine scales, each scale representing a unique component of the multidimensional construct of health literacy. It was developed using a grounded, validity-driven approach \[[@CR31], [@CR63]\] and was initially developed and tested in diverse samples of individuals in Australian communities. Initial validation of the use of the HLQ in Australia has found it to have strong construct validity, reliability and acceptability to clients and clinicians \[[@CR55]\]. Items are scored from 1 to 4 in the first 5 scales (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly Agree), and from 1 to 5 in scales 6--9 (Cannot Do or Always Difficult, Usually Difficult, Sometimes Difficult, Usually Easy, Always Easy). The HLQ has been in use since 2013 \[[@CR56], [@CR57], [@CR64]--[@CR72]\] and was designed to furnish evidence that would help to guide the development and evaluation of targeted responses to health literacy needs \[[@CR64], [@CR73]\]. Typical decisions made from interpretations of HLQ data are those to do with changes in clinical practice (e.g. to enable clinicians to better accommodate patients with high health literacy needs); changes an organisation might need to make for system improvement (e.g. access and equity); development of group or population health literacy interventions (e.g. to develop policy for population-wide health literacy intervention); and whether or not an intervention improved the health literacy of individuals or groups.

Translated HLQ scales are expected by the HLQ developers and by the users of a translated HLQ to measure the same constructs of health literacy in the same way as the English HLQ. The English HLQ is translated using the Translation Integrity Procedure (TIP), which was developed by two of the present authors (MH, RHO) in support of the wide application of the HLQ and other PROMs \[[@CR74], [@CR75]\]. The TIP is a systematic data documentation process that includes high/low descriptors of the HLQ constructs, and descriptions of the intended meaning of each item (item intents). The item intents provide translators with in-depth information about the intent and conceptual basis of the items and explanations of or synonyms for words and phrases within each item. The descriptions enable translators to consider linguistic and cultural nuances to lay the foundation for achieving acceptable measurement equivalence. The item intents are the main support and guidance for translators, and are the primary focus of the translation consensus team discussions.

An example of an interpretive argument for a translated PROM {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------------------------

An interpretive argument is a statement of the proposed interpretation of scores for a defined use in a particular context. The role of an interpretive argument is to make clear how users of a PROM intend to interpret the data and the decisions they intend to make with these data. Underlying the interpretive argument are often embedded assumptions. Evidence may exist or may need to be generated to justify these assumptions. In this section, we describe an interpretive argument, and associated assumptions, for the potential interpretation and use of data from a translated HLQ in a hypothetical case of a community healthcare centre that seeks to understand and respond to the health literacy strengths and challenges of its client population (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. A Community Healthcare Centre Vignette).

Fig. 2Community Healthcare Centre Vignette: a community healthcare centre wishes to use the HLQ as a community needs assessment for a minority language group

### The interpretive argument (interpretation and use of scores) {#Sec7}

For this example, the HLQ scale scores will provide data about the health literacy needs of the target population of the community healthcare centre and will be *interpreted* according to the HLQ item intents and high/low descriptors of the HLQ constructs, as described by the HLQ authors \[[@CR55]\]. Appropriately normed scale scores will indicate areas in which different immigrant sub-groups are less or more challenged in terms of health literacy and will be *used* by the healthcare managers to make decisions about resource allocation to interventions to improve access to the healthcare centre.

### Assumptions underlying the interpretive argument {#Sec8}

The interpretive argument *assumes* there is an appropriate range of sound empirical evidence for the development and initial validity testing of the English HLQ and for the HLQ translation method.

The assumption that there is sound validity evidence for the source language PROM and for the PROM translation process is the foundation for an interpretive argument for any translated PROM. Although it could be possible for a good translation process to improve items during translation (by, for example, removing ambiguous or double barrelled items), it is important that a translation begins with a PROM that has undergone a sound construction process, has acceptable statistical properties, and for which there is a strong validity argument for the interpretation and use of its data in the source language. Conversely, a poor or even unintentionally remiss translation can take a sound PROM and produce a translated PROM that does not measure the same constructs in the same way as the source PROM, and which may lead to misleading or erroneous data (and thus misleading or erroneous interpretations of the data) about individuals or populations to which the PROM is applied.

Constructing a validity argument for a translated PROM {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------------------

A validity argument is an evaluation of the empirical evidence for and against the interpretive argument and its associated assumptions. This is an iterative process that draws on the relevant results of past studies and, if necessary, guides further studies to yield evidence to establish an argument for new contexts. If the interpretive argument and assumptions are evaluated as being comprehensive, coherent and plausible, then it may be stated that the intended interpretation and use of the test scores are valid \[[@CR45]\] until or unless proven otherwise. Depending on the intended interpretation and use of the scores of a PROM---for example, as a needs assessment, a pre-post measure of a health outcome in a target population group, for health intervention development, or for cross-country comparisons---certain types of evidence will prove more necessary, relevant or meaningful than others to support the interpretive argument \[[@CR28]\].

The five categories of validity evidence in the *Standards*, as well as the argument-based approach to validation, provide theoretical and methodological platforms on which to systemically formulate a validation plan for a new PROM or for the use of a PROM in a new context. When a PROM is translated to another language, the onus is on the developer or user of the translated PROM to methodically accumulate and evaluate validity evidence to form a plausible validity argument for the proposed interpretation and use of the PROM scores \[[@CR11]\]. In our example of a translated HLQ used for health literacy needs assessment and to guide intervention development, a validity argument could include evaluation of evidence that:

Supports sound initial HLQ construction and validity testing.The HLQ items and response options are appropriate for and understood as intended in the target culture.There is replication of the factor structure and measurement equivalence across sociodemographic groups and agencies in the target culture.The HLQ scales relate to external variables in anticipated ways in the target culture, both to known predictor groups (e.g. age, gender, number of comorbidities) and to anticipated outcomes (e.g. change after effective interventions).There is conceptual and measurement equivalence of the translated HLQ with the English HLQ, which is necessary to transfer the meaning of the constructs for interpretation in the target language \[[@CR76]\] such that intended benefits of testing are more likely attained.

Our example case draws attention to (1) the need for the rigorous construction and initial validation methods of a source language PROM to ensure acceptable statistical properties, and (2) the need for a high-quality translation, evidence for which contributes to the validity argument for a translated PROM. Without these two factors in place, interpretations of data from a translated PROM for any purpose may be rendered unreliable.

Evidence, organised according to the five sources of validity evidence outlined in the *Standards*, for both the interpretive argument and the assumptions constitutes the validity argument for the use of the translated HLQ in this new language and context. In Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, column 1 displays components of the interpretive argument and assumptions to be tested; column 2 displays the evidence required for the components in column 1 and expected as part of a validity argument for a translated PROM in a new language/cultural context; and column 3 displays examples of methods to obtain validity data, including reference to relevant HLQ studies. When methods are described in general terms (e.g. cognitive interviews, confirmatory factor analysis), one method may be suggested for generating data for more than one source of evidence. However, the research participants or the focus of specific analyses will vary according to the nature of the evidence required. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} serves as both a general guide to the theoretical logic of the *Standards* for assembling evidence to support the validity of inferences drawn from a newly translated PROM and as an outline of the published evidence that is available for some HLQ translations. However, establishing a validity argument for a PROM involves not just the accumulation of publications (or other evidence sources) about a PROM; it requires the PROM user to evaluate those publications and other evidence to determine the extent and quality of the existing validity testing (and how it relates to use in the intended context), and to determine areas if and where further testing is required \[[@CR10]\]. Given that our case of a translated PROM is hypothetical, we do not provide a validity argument from (hypothetical) evaluated evidence. While a wide range of evidence has been generated for the original English HLQ, only some evidence has been generated for the use of translated HLQs in some specific settings \[[@CR60]--[@CR62], [@CR77], [@CR78]\]; therefore, the accumulation of much more evidence is warranted. The publications and examples that are cited in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} provide guidance for the types of studies that could be conducted by users of translated PROMs and also indicate where evidence for translated HLQs is still required.

Table 1Evaluating validity evidence for an interpretive argument for a translated patient-reported outcome measure (PROM)Components of the interpretive argument and assumptionsEvidence required for a validity argumentExamples of methods to obtain validity data, including relevant studies on the Health Literacy Questionnaire (HLQ)**1. Test content** \[[@CR11]\]*---*analysis of test development (relationship of item themes, wording and format with the intended construct) and administration (including scoring) 1.1 The content of the source language constructs and items are appropriate for the target cultureEvidence that the PROM constructs are appropriate and relevant for members of the target culture and that item content will be understood as intended by members of the target culturePre-translation qualitative evaluation by in-context PROM user about the cultural appropriateness of the items and constructs for the target language and culture. For example, an ethnographer who lived with Roma populations assessed each of the HLQ scales according to how Roma people might understand them \[[@CR79]\]. The outcome was a decision that the HLQ scales, specifically as used in needs assessment for the Ophelia process \[[@CR73]\], resonate with elements of successful grassroots health mediation programs in Roma communities 1.2 Application of a systematic translation protocol that provides evidence that linguistic equivalence and cultural appropriateness are highly likely to be achieved, thus supporting the argument for the successful transfer of the intended meaning of the source language constructs while maximising understanding of items, response options and administration methods in the target language and culture\
Construct irrelevance and construct underrepresentation in the target culture are consideredEvidence that a structured translation method, with detailed descriptions of the item intents, was appropriately implemented\
Evidence for the effective engagement of people from the target language/culture in the translation process\
Evidence of the confirmation of congruence of items and constructs between the source language and culture and the target language and culture to ensure construct relevance and avoid possible construct underrepresentationFormal and documented translation method and process to manage translations to different languages, including documentation of participants in translation consensus meetings. A developer or other person deeply familiar with the PROM's content and purpose oversees the concordance between the intents of original items and target language items. For example, two papers that describe the translation of the HLQ to other languages (Slovak \[[@CR62]\] and Danish \[[@CR60]\]) discuss the method of translation including the use of HLQ item intents, and they list the participants who took part in the detailed analysis of the translated items to collectively decide on the final items\
Systematic recording of steps in the translation and in the analysis of the recorded data, including changes made through the process\
In-depth cognitive interviews with target audience in the target culture about the items on the translated PROM, and content analysis to compare narrative data from interviews with the source language PROM item intents and construct definitions**2. Response processes** \[[@CR11]\]*---*cognitive processes, and interpretation of test items by respondents and users, as measured against the intended interpretation or construct definition 2.1 Respondents to both the translated PROM and source language PROM engage in the same or similar cognitive (response) processes when responding to items, and these processes align with the source language construct criteria, thus indicating that similar respondents across cultures are formulating responses to the same items in the same wayEvidence that linguistic equivalence and cultural appropriateness has been achieved in the PROM translation\
Evidence that the cognitive processes of respondents match construct criteria (i.e. respondents to the translated PROM are engaging with the criteria of the source language construct when answering items) and that the intended understanding of items has been achievedAnalysis of the documented translation process to determine how difficulties in translation were resolved such that each translated item retained the intent of its corresponding source language item, while accommodating linguistic and cultural nuances. For example, in the German HLQ publication, the translation method is described, as well as linguistic and cultural adaptation difficulties encountered and how these were resolved \[[@CR61]\]\
Cognitive interviews with target audience in the target culture to determine how respondents formulate their answers to items (i.e. assessment of the alignment of cognitive processes with source construct criteria). For example, Maindal et al. \[[@CR60]\] conducted interviews to test the cognitive processes of target respondents when answering the Danish HLQ items, which was a way to test if the translated items were understood as intended. Another example of cognitive testing, although not a study of translated HLQ items, is that done by Hawkins et al. \[[@CR56]\] to determine concordances/discordances between patient and clinician HLQ responses about the patient, and to match these with the HLQ item intents. This could be a useful method to determine if the intent of translated items and scales is understood in the same way by both patients and clinicians in a new cultural setting. This is important because clinician understanding about differences in perspectives about the construct being measured (in this case health literacy) may facilitate discussions that help clinicians better understand a patient's perspective about their health, and therefore make better decisions about the patient's care. These qualitative interview data can then be integrated with statistical analysis of the measurement equivalence (or Differential Item Functioning (DIF) analysis) of data between target and source language PROMs (Chap. 11, pp. 193--209) \[[@CR5]\] 2.2 PROM users (e.g. health professionals or researchers who administer the PROM and interpret the PROM scores) of both the translated and source language PROMs engage in the same or similar cognitive processes (i.e. apply source language construct-relevant criteria) when interpreting scores, and that these processes match the intended interpretation of scoresEvidence that the cognitive processes of PROM users when evaluating respondents' scores from a translated PROM are consistent with the source language construct criteria and with the interpretation of scores as intended by developers of the source language PROMIn-depth cognitive interviews with target PROM users, and content analysis to compare narrative data from interviews with source language PROM item intents and construct definitions, and to compare narrative data with the data from cognitive interviews with source language PROM users. For example, the Hawkins et al. study \[[@CR56]\] shows how important it is that clinicians apply the same/similar construct criteria when interpreting HLQ scores as patients have applied when answering the items. Cognitive interviews to test response processes of the target audience of the translated PROM should also be conducted with the users of the PROM data who will interpret and use the scores to make decisions about those target audience members**3. Internal structure** \[[@CR11]\]*---*the extent to which item interrelationships conform to the constructs on which claims about the score interpretations are based 3.1 Item interrelationships and measurement structure of scales of the translated PROM conform to the constructs of the source language PROM\
The constructs of translated PROMs in diverse cultures are thus conceptually comparable, and interpretations based on statistical comparisons of scale scores are unbiasedEvidence that the translated PROM scales are homogeneous and distinct and thus items are uniquely related to the hypothesised target constructs\
Evidence to confirm that the measurement structure of the source language PROM has been maintained through the translation process\
Evidence of measurement equivalence between the constructs of translated and source language PROMsConfirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of data in the target language culture and comparisons with CFAs from data in the source language culture\
Reliability of the hypothesised PROM scales in the target culture\
For example, studies of the HLQ translated into Danish \[[@CR60]\], German \[[@CR61]\] and Slovak \[[@CR62]\] present and discuss psychometric results that confirm the nine-factor structure of the HLQs and present fit statistics, factor loading patterns, inter-factor correlations and reliability estimates of the individual scales that are comparable to those found in the original development and replication studies \[[@CR55], [@CR58]\]\
DIF or, equivalently, multi-group factor analysis studies (MGFA) to establish configural, metric and scalar measurement equivalence of source and translated scales**4. Relations to other variables** \[[@CR11]\]*---*the pattern of relationships of test scores to external variables as predicted by the construct operationalised for a specific context and proposed use 4.1 Convergent-discriminant validity is established for the translated PROMEvidence that the relationships between the translated PROM and similar constructs in other tools are substantial and congruent with patterns observed in the source PROM (i.e. convergent evidence) such that score interpretation of the translated PROM is consistent with the score interpretation of the source language PROM and other PROMs measuring similar constructs\
Evidence that relationships between items and scales in the translated PROM and items and scales measuring unrelated constructs of tools in the broader domain of interest (e.g. health-related beliefs and attitudes more generally) are low (i.e. discriminant evidence)Use of CFA to examine Fornell and Larker's \[[@CR80], [@CR81]\] criteria for convergent-discriminant validity to compare translated PROM scales with measures of similar and contrasting constructs with other tools within the domain of interest; also comparison of these scale relationships across source and target cultures. Elsworth et al. used these criteria to assess convergent/discriminant validity of the HLQ *within* this multi-scale PROM \[[@CR58]\]. This method could similarly be applied to a study of the relationships of a single or multi-scale health literacy PROM *across* similar health literacy assessments and PROMs assessing divergent health-related constructs\
Possible multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) studies of the translated PROM scales and other measures in the relevant domain \[[@CR82]\] 4.2 Test--criterion relationships are robust for translated PROMsEvidence that test--criterion relationships are concordant with expectations from theory to provide general support for construct meaning and information to support decisions about score interpretation and use for specific population groups and purposes\
Evidence that supports theoretically indicated equalities and differences in the distribution of scale scores across cultures to further support scale interpretation and use in target culturesCorrelation and group differences, e.g. analysis of variance of translated PROM summed scores by sub-groups (i.e. gender, age, education etc.)\
Multi-group CFA (MGCFA) by sub-groups. For example, Maindal et al. \[[@CR60]\] investigated relationships between the scales of the newly translated Danish HLQ and a range of sociodemographic variables (e.g. gender, age, education) and compared the results with those of an Australian study that used the source HLQ. Similarities and differences in the observed relationships were discussed 4.3 Validity generalisation is established for a PROM that is translated across two or more culturesEvidence of validity generalisation information to support valid score interpretation and use of translated PROMs in other cultures similar to those already studied. Validity generalisation relates the PROM constructs within a nomological net \[[@CR18]\]. To the extent that the net is well established, coherent and in accord with theory, the PROM can be used cautiously in new contexts (settings, cultures) without full validation for each proposed interpretation and/or use in that new contextSystematic review of results of validity studies of translated PROM scales across the five categories of validity evidence in the *Standards* against argued criteria in related and unrelated settings and cultures. Specific targeted studies to investigate/establish validity generalisability. This has not yet been systematically conducted for the HLQ. As a start to this sort of research, the English HLQ \[[@CR55], [@CR73]\], as well as the Danish \[[@CR60]\] and German \[[@CR61]\] studies, could be considered mainstream populations, whereas the Slovak \[[@CR62], [@CR77], [@CR79]\] translation is an example of a targeted study of validity generalisation in a specific population**5. Validity and consequences of testing** \[[@CR11]\]*---*the intended and unintended consequences of test use, and as traced to a source of invalidity such as construct underrepresentation or construct-irrelevant components 5.1 PROM users (e.g. health professionals, researchers) interpret and use respondents' scores from a translated PROM as intended by the developers of the source language PROM and for the intended benefitEvidence that the intended benefit from testing with the translated PROM has been realisedIn-depth interviews with users of a translated PROM to assess the outcomes that arose from testing with the translated PROM (i.e. predicted or actual actions taken from score interpretation and use) and if these align with the intended benefits, as stipulated by the developers of the source language PROM. For example, the OPtimising HEalth LIteracy and Access (Ophelia) process \[[@CR73]\] supports healthcare services to interpret and apply data from the nine HLQ scales (supported by co-design research practices) to design health literacy interventions. Evaluation cycles integrated into the Ophelia process aim to keep the interventions directed towards client, health professional, service and community health literacy. A follow-up evaluation (yet to be conducted) could determine the degree to which the users' HLQ score interpretations generated interventions that were implemented and that delivered the intended health literacy benefits 5.2 Claims for benefits of testing that are not based directly on the developers' intended score interpretations and usesEvidence to determine if there are potential testing benefits that go beyond the intended interpretation and use of the translated PROM scores. For example, the HLQ was not designed to measure the broad concept of patient experience. However, data from the HLQ could be used for this purpose because the constructs and items include information about this concept. Consequently, a hospital that sought to measure patients' health literacy might also make claims about patients' hospital experiencesA companion or follow-up study or a critical review by an external evaluator could identify and evaluate benefits that are directly based on intended score interpretation and use (as based on the source language PROM) and benefits that are based on grounds other than intended score interpretation and use. For example, a companion study could consist of co-administering the HLQ with specific patient experience questionnaires, auditing patient complaints records, and undertaking in-depth interviews with patients and hospital staff to determine the validity of HLQ score interpretation for measuring patient experiences 5.3 Awareness of and mitigation of unintended consequences of testing due to construct underrepresentation and/or construct irrelevance to prevent inappropriate decisions or claims about an individual or group, i.e. to take action/intervention when not warranted, or to take no action/intervention when an action is warranted, or to falsely claim an action/intervention is a success or a failureEvidence of sound translation method to help minimise unintended consequences related to errors in score interpretation for a given use that are due to poor equivalence between the source language and translated PROM constructs\
Evidence of appropriate methods to calculate and interpret scale scores, including judgements about what are large, small or null differences between populationsCollection and analysis of translation process data that verify that a structured translation method is implemented such that congruence between source language and translated PROM constructs, and potential construct underrepresentation and/or construct irrelevance, is continually addressed. For example, an as yet unpublished study has been conducted to analyse field notes from translations of the HLQ into nine languages to determine aspects of the translation method that improve congruence of item intent between the source and translated items and thus constructs\
Cognitive interview testing of the translated items verifies the appropriateness of the translation for target respondents \[[@CR60]\]\
Analysis of process data that a PROM output interpretation guide that prescribes data analysis methods to mitigate inappropriate data claims has been effectively used

Discussion and conclusion {#Sec10}
=========================

Validity theory and methodology, as based on the *Standards* and the work of Kane, provide a novel framework for determining the necessary validity testing for new PROMs or for PROMs in new contexts, and for making decisions about the validity of score inferences for use in these contexts. The first step in the process is to describe the proposed interpretive argument (including associated assumptions) for the PROM, and the second step is to collate (or generate) and evaluate the relevant evidence to establish a validity argument for the proposed interpretation and use of PROM scores. The *Standards* advocates that this iterative and cumulative process is the responsibility of the developer or user of a PROM for each new context in which the PROM is used (p. 13) \[[@CR11]\]. Once the validity argument is as advanced as possible, the user is then required to make a judgement as to whether or not they can safely use the PROM for their intended purpose. The primary outcome of the process is a reasoned decision to use the PROM with confidence, use it with caveats, or to not use the PROM. This paper provides a theoretically sound framework for PROM developers and users for the iterative process of the validation of the inferences made from PROM data for a specific context. The framework guides PROM developers and users to assess the strengths of existing validity testing for a PROM, as well as to acknowledge gaps---articulated as caveats for interpretation and use---that can guide potential users of the PROM and future validity testing.

Validity theory, as outlined in the *Standards*, enables developers and users of PROMs to view validity testing in a new light: 'This perspective has given rise to the situation wherein there is no singular source of evidence sufficient to support a validity claim' (Chap. 1, p. 13) \[[@CR10]\]. PROM validation is clearly much more than providing evidence for a type of validity; it is about systematically evaluating a range of sources of evidence to support a validity argument \[[@CR10], [@CR12], [@CR19], [@CR50]\]. It is also clearly insufficient to report only on selected statistical properties of a new PROM (e.g. reliability and factor structure) and claim the PROM is valid. Qualitative as well as quantitative research outputs are required to examine other aspects of a translated PROM, such as investigation of PROM translation methods \[[@CR11]\]. Qualitative studies of translation methods enables insight into the target language words and phrases that are used by translators to convey the intended meaning of an item and that item's relationship with the other items in its scale, with the scale's response options, and with the construct it represents.

Evidence for the method of translation of a PROM to other languages is recommended by the *Standards* as part of a validity argument for a translated PROM \[[@CR11]\]. Reviews have been done to describe common components of translation methods (e.g. use of forward and back translations, consensus meetings) \[[@CR15], [@CR83]\] and guidelines and recommendations are published \[[@CR30], [@CR76], [@CR84]\] but qualitative studies that include examination of the core elements of a translation procedure are uncommon. It is critical that a PROM translation method can detect errors in the translation, can identify the introduction of linguistically correct but hard-to-understand wording in the target language, and can determine the acceptability of the underlying concepts to the local culture. The presence of a translation method, systematically assessed in the proposed framework for the process of validity testing, will assist PROM users to make better choices about the tools they use for research and practice.

Also required by the *Standards* as validity evidence is post-translation qualitative research into the response processes of people completing the translated PROM (i.e. the cognitive processes that occur when respondents formulate answers to the items) \[[@CR5], [@CR11]\]. Given the extensive and clear item intents for each HLQ item, cognitive interviews to investigate response processes would provide information, for example, about whether or not respondents in the target language formulate their responses to the items in line with the item intents and construct criteria \[[@CR10], [@CR56]\]. Castillo-Diaz and Padilla used cognitive interviews within the argument-based approach framework in order to obtain validity evidence about response processes \[[@CR16]\]. Qualitative research can provide evidence, for example, about how a translation method or a new cultural context might alter respondent interpretation of PROM items and, consequently, their choice of answers to the items. This in turn influences the meaning derived from the scale scores by the user of the PROM. The decisions then made (i.e. the consequences of testing) might not be appropriate or beneficial to the recipients of the decision outcomes. Unfortunately, although qualitative investigations may accompany quantitative investigations of the development of new PROMs or use of a PROM in a new context, they are infrequently published as a form of PROM validity evidence \[[@CR10]\].

Generating, assembling and interpreting validity evidence for a PROM requires considerable expertise and effort. This is a new process in the health sector and ways to accomplish it are yet to be explored. However, as outlined in this paper, it is important to undertake these tasks to ensure the integrity of the interpretations and corresponding decisions that are made from data derived from a PROM. The provision of easily accessible outcomes of argument-based validity assessment through publication would be welcomed by clinicians, policymakers, researchers, PROM developers and other users. The more evidence there is in the public domain for the use of the inferences made from a PROM's data in different contexts, the more that users of the PROM can assess it for use in other contexts. This may reduce the burden on users needing to generate new evidence for each new interpretation and use. There may be cases where components of the five sources of evidence are necessary but not feasible. For example, the target population is narrowly defined and small in number (e.g. a minority language group as is used in our example) and large-scale quantitative testing is not possible. In such a case, the PROM may be able to be used but with caveats that data should be interpreted cautiously and decisions made with support from other sources (e.g. clinical expertise, feedback from community leaders). These sorts of concerns highlight the importance of establishing PROM validity generalisation (see Row 4.3 in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) through building nomological networks of theory and evidence \[[@CR18]\] that support interpretation for a broadening range of purposes. But the question that remains is who would be the custodian of such validity evidence? The way forward to promote and maintain improved validity practice in the PROM field may be through communities of practice or through repositories linked to specific organisations, institutions or researchers \[[@CR85]\].

As far as we are aware, there are few publications in the health sector about the process of accumulating and evaluating evidence for a validity argument to support an intended interpretation and use of PROM data, an exception being Beauchamp and McEwan's discussion about sources of evidence relating to response processes in self-report questionnaires in health psychology (Chap. 2, pp. 13--30) \[[@CR5]\]. The application and adaptation of contemporary validity testing theory and an argument-based approach to validation for PROMs will support PROM developers and users to efficiently and comprehensively organise clear interpretive arguments and determine the required evidence to verify the use of one PROM over others, or to establish the strength of an interpretive argument for a particular PROM. The theoretical and methodological processes in this paper are offered as an advancement of the theory and practice of PROM validity testing in the health sector. These processes are intended as a way to improve PROM data and establish interpretations and decisions made from these data as compelling sources of information that contribute to our understanding of the well-being and health outcomes of our communities.

There is some exchange in this paper between the terms 'tool' and 'test'. The *Standards* refers to a 'test' and, when referencing the *Standards*, the authors will also refer to a 'test'. The *Standards* is written primarily for educators and psychologists, professions in which testing students and clients, respectively, is undertaken. Patient-reported outcomes measures (PROMs) used in the field of health are not used in the same way as testing for educational grading or for psychological diagnosis. PROMs are primarily used to provide information about healthcare options or effectiveness of treatments.

We use 'robust' to describe the required psychometric properties of a PROM in the same way that it is used more generally in the test development and review literature to indicate (a) that in the development stage, a PROM achieves acceptable benchmarks across a range of relevant statistical tests (e.g. a composite reliability or Cronbach's alpha of = \> 0.8; a single-factor model for each scale in a multi-scale PROM giving satisfactory fit across a range of fit statistics, clear discrimination across these scales etc.) and (b) that these results are replicated (i.e. remain acceptably stable) across a range of different contexts and uses of the PROM.
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